Summary
Background. The large-scale pattern of distribution of genes on the chromosomes in the known animal genomes is not well characterized. We hypothesized that individual genes will be distributed on chromosomes in a mathematically ordered manner across the animal kingdom. Results. Twenty-one animal genomes reported in the NCBI database were examined. Numerically, there was a trend towards increasing overall gene content with increasing size of the genome as reflected by the chromosomal complement. Gene frequency on individual chromosomes in each animal genome was analyzed and demonstrated uniformity of proportions within each animal with respect to both average gene frequency on individual chromosomes and gene distribution across the unique genomes. Further, average gene distribution across animal species followed a relationship whereby it was, approximately, inversely proportional to the square root of the number of chromosomes in the unique animal genomes, consistent with the notion that there is an ordered increase in gene dispersion as the complexity of the genome increased. To further corroborate these findings a derived measure, termed gene spacing on chromosomes correlated with gene frequency and gene distribution. Conclusion. As animal species have evolved, the distribution of their genes on individual chromosomes and within their genomes, when viewed on a large scale is not random, but follows a mathematically ordered process, such that as the complexity of the organism increases, the genes become less densely distributed on the chromosomes and more dispersed across the genome.
Introduction.
The animal kingdom is characterized by incredible diversity among thousands of species, each demonstrating unique characteristics that distinguish them from others. The unique morphology of each animal has its origin in the genetic variation encountered between species, and has taken billions of years to evolve to its current level of diversity. The genetic material in eukaryotic organisms is organized into protein coding regions -genes -interspersed with vast tracts of noncoding DNA, which has recently been shown to be extensively involved in regulation of gene expression. [1, 2, 3, 4] Millions of base pairs of DNA comprising these genes are arranged on histone-DNA aggregates, the chromosomes [5] . The animal kingdom demonstrates a wide variety of genetic configuration with various animal species possessing different number of genes distributed upon a heterogeneous background of varying chromosome numbers. The numbers of genes on each chromosome varies between several hundred to several thousand, with each animal possessing different number of chromosomes. Aside from the knowledge that more complex animals possess a larger number of genes and chromosome complement than smaller animals, there is no known large-scale quantitative relationship describing the relative distribution of genes on different chromosomes across the animal kingdom.
A challenge in this respect has been the scaling variation encountered in the way genetic information is coded across the animal kingdom. Animals have a variable number of chromosomes, with information coding for a large number of proteins (genes), found in sequences of nucleotides, which are much larger still. This makes finding a common organizational framework difficult. Recently models based in non-Euclidean geometry, such as fractals, have been utilized to study this problem. Objects in nature tend to have fractal geometry, and similar organization has been observed in the molecular folding of DNA, and in nucleotide distribution in the genome [6, 7, 8, 9] . Fractal organization describes similarity in patterning across scales of magnitude, and is a structural motif often observed in nature, such as in the branching patterns of trees, or in the arborization of vascular and neuronal networks in animals [10, 11, 12, 13] . These observations have been extended to the human T cell repertoire, demonstrating fractal patterning in terms of T cell receptor b, variable, joining and diversity segment usage in forming the repertoire [14] .
Given the widespread presence of self-similar, fractal structures in nature, similarity of patterning and proportion in terms of information coding between various animal genomes was investigated, with the hypothesis that information (genes) will be coded on chromosomes in a self-similar, fractal distribution. Further this patterning may be similar across animals with varying genetic complements, conforming to an underlying pattern rather than each animal having randomly assorted sets of genes. To accomplish this a simplifying assumption was made, that is, individual genes constitute units of information and their distribution on chromosomes may be viewed conceptually as, beads on a string, or more formally, as prime numbers distributed among a sequence of natural numbers. In this paper the results of this quantitative evaluation of gene distribution across chromosomes and genomes of several animals is reported. Uniformity across animal genomes with proportional distribution of genes on chromosomes is evident when logarithms are used to overcome the effect of varying scales. Our findings suggest that there is an underlying mathematical order to the distribution of genes on chromosomes in the animal kingdom, which may be a consequence of a mathematically determined process of evolution.
Methods.

To investigate the distribution of genes on individual chromosomes, data on animals
where the entire genome is characterized and recorded in the National Center for Biotechnology Information website [15, 16] were obtained in July 2012. A total of 21 animals were examined with a chromosome complement ranging from 3 to 39 chromosomes with a variable number of genes on each chromosome and varying chromosome sizes, measured in million base pairs (Mbp) ( Table 1 ). The primary data comprised of the number of chromosomes, the number of genes, and chromosome size in number of base pairs. Data was arranged in individual tables for each animal with the size of each chromosome, aligned with its gene content. Numeric data were transformed to base 10 logarithms to eliminate the effect of different scale of magnitude between the variables being examined, and to allow comparisons across different scales, e.g. chromosome size in millions of base pairs, versus gene number on each chromosome in the thousands, and chromosome numbers in each animal in tens. Gene frequency was compared across all the chromosomes in individual animals and between animals.
Regression analyses were performed using central values of various derived functions
identified in the course of the computations undertaken, comparing them between different animal genomes.
Gene distribution on individual chromosomes was examined, hypothesizing that it
would exhibit self-similar fractal organization. Self-similarity is generally used to describe scale invariance of magnitude, maintaining a proportional relationship between the magnitude of a variable and the scale of measurement. This may be revealed by computing the ratio of logarithm of magnitude and logarithm of the scale of measurement, which should retain a relatively constant value. [17] To explore the fractal nature of gene distribution within and across individual genomes, it was assumed that the gene distribution from chromosome to chromosome in an animal would be similar, and that these values from individual genomes, when compared across the animal kingdom would also exhibit proportionality, characteristic of fractal organization.
Frequency of occurrence of genes on each chromosome was determined by
comparing the number of genes on individual chromosomes with their sizes (in base pairs of DNA) within an animal, using the formula Gene frequency for chromosome i = Log (xi) / Log (mi) …….. [1] where xi is the number of genes on the i th chromosome and mi is the size of chromosome in base pairs of DNA for that chromosome. In this calculation, the size of the chromosomes, given in nucleotides, was assigned a scale value, since it is the template on which the genes (information) are inscribed. Average gene frequency for each animal was then determined to account for all the chromosomes in its genome.
2.2.2.
To determine self-similarity of gene distribution across the genome of each animal, the haploid number of chromosomes for each animal, n, was given a unique scale value for that animal. The number of genes on the i th chromosome, xi, were then used in the following formula, Relative gene distribution on chromosome i = Log (xi) / Log (n)……… [2] For each animal the average value for all the chromosomes was calculated and this was Average gene spacing on chromosome i ≈ 2p / Log (xi / 2p)……. [3] Once again these values for all the chromosome in each animal were averaged for comparison across species.
2.3.1. In all the formulae, noted above it is to be recognized that the relationships are approximate, since genes are not discrete elements, but rather are made up of protein coding exons interspersed with non-coding introns; therefore these calculated values or functions are estimates rather than exact relationships.
Statistical analysis
Linear associations between various gene measurements were estimated using simple linear regression and by Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (where the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and estimated correlation (R) are presented along with their corresponding p-values (P)). Non-linear associations between various gene measurements are estimated using polynomial regression or non-linear regression (where the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) is presented along with its corresponding p-value (P)). SAS version 9.2 (Cary, NC, U.S.A.) is used for all statistical analyses, specifically using the REG, CORR and NLIN procedures.
Results.
Variation in genome size across animal kingdom
Initial analyses were conducted to determine simple numeric relationships between the size of each chromosome and its gene content. A linear positive relationship between the total gene complement of animals and the size of the entire genome expressed in megabase pairs of DNA was observed (Spearman rank correlation coefficient R = 0.69, P<0.001) ( Figure 1A ). Further, when the total number of genes or DNA content of a genome were examined in relation to its complexity (reflected by chromosome numbers), weak quadratic relationships were observed (R 2 = 0.39, P = 0.016 for number of genes vs. number of chromosomes; R 2 = 0.39, P = 0.015 for DNA content vs. number of chromosomes) ( Figure 1B and 1C). Examining overall trends, the animals tended to form groups demonstrating similar characteristics along the quadratic curve, with invertebrates and avian life forms occupying the areas near the two x-intercepts of the quadratic plot, and mammals -particularly primates -occupying the apex. When the number of genes present on individual chromosomes was measured, once again, uniformities were observed in the ratios of the logarithm of gene numbers on each chromosome with the logarithm of its size in base pairs, within each animal. The average value was a reflection of the gene frequency per chromosome for that animal's genome ( Table 2 ). The average gene frequency remained more or less constant across the animal kingdom, demonstrating a slow decline (R 2 =0.73, P<0.001) as the complexity of various animals increased, reflected by increasing number of chromosomes ( Figure 3 ). Thus, if one considers the different chromosomal content of each animal, the relative uniformity of the gene frequency across all the animals studied, is suggestive of a fractal, self-similar organization of the genes in the genomes across the animal kingdom.
Self-similarity in gene distribution within individual chromosomes
Similarity in gene distribution within individual genomes
Given the above relationship, similarity of gene distribution across the genome of each animal was investigated using the haploid chromosome content as the scaling factor. This was termed relative gene distribution function and represented, the pattern of occurrence genes on each chromosome relative to the entire genome of the animal. This gene distribution function though uniform in each animal, varied across the different animals in the kingdom (Table 2) , demonstrating high values consistent with tight gene clustering in less evolved animal such as invertebrates and a more dispersed pattern with lower gene distribution function values in more evolved organisms such as mammals and birds.
Further, there was positive correspondence between gene frequency and gene distribution function (Spearman rank correlation coefficient R=0.91; P<0.001). This suggested that gene distribution, or information packaging in the genetic material of each species conforms to an underlying pattern, in other words, genes are not distributed on chromosomes in a random manner but rather are distributed in relation to the number and size of the chromosomes present in each animal. This observed clustering of animals along the various parts of the regression curve is similar to that observed earlier, with invertebrates occupying the top ranks and primates clustering together in the middle, and animals with larger chromosomal complements grouped together at the far end of the resulting curve.
Similarity in gene distribution across animal species
Relative spacing of genes across chromosomes
It was conjectured that the distribution of genes on chromosomes, might be modeled by the periodic occurrence of the non-trivial zeros of Riemann's zeta function. The derived value was termed average gene spacing, and calculated for each chromosome demonstrated a narrow distribution within each animal despite the heterogeneity in the gene content of individual chromosomes. Further, when average gene spacing for each chromosome was plotted against its gene content (Table 3) , within animals, it declined as a power function, (Fig. 5B, 5C ) implying that the relative gene spacing diminished by about the 1/5 th -1/7 th power of the number of genes on a chromosome, as that value increased. This relationship is analogous to the Riemann zeta-zero distribution, where the zeros become more tightly clustered on the critical line, as they are calculated for increasing values of y on the imaginary axis of the complex plane. As in the gene distribution example above, the observed power law distribution of gene spacing with gene content on chromosomes in each animal, most likely reflects an inherent property of the transformation, (2p) / Log (x/(2p)) plotted against x. However, there is a steady linear increase in the coefficients and exponents across the animal kingdom, as the average gene spacing value increases with the rising chromosome complement (Table 3) . Further, the increase in the average gene spacing with an increasing chromosomal complement is consistent with the earlier observed reduction in gene distribution function values and gene frequency in more complex animals. The inverse correlation between these measures was confirmed by the linear relationship between the reciprocal of gene spacing and average gene content calculated for each animal ( Figure 6 ). This implies that as the complexity of the organism increases, as reflected by a larger chromosomal and gene complement, the regulatory, non-coding elements increase, all in a mathematically determined fashion.
Discussion.
Biologic complexity has evolved over millennia with environmental influences promoting genetic mutations. Mutations imparting a survival advantage are then perpetuated, resulting in the species diversity that the living world is imbued with.
Therefore to model evolution at the molecular scale one would need to begin with determining the rules underlying the variation in the genomes of various organisms.
However the heterogeneity and abundance of genetic information make this challenging.
In this paper an attempt has been made to discern the large-scale pattern of variation across the genome of various animals studied to date. A very simple model has been examined -i.e. studying the distribution of genes, as units of information, on chromosomes, as repositories containing the information, across various species -to get an inkling of the principles underlying genetic variation. We report a degree of similarity in the examined animal species, which demonstrates that the protein coding genes -far from being randomly distributed across the genomes of various organisms -demonstrate constant proportionality to the genetic material comprising each species' genome.
Further, across species there is a remarkable degree of similarity in this relationship suggesting that gene distribution may have a fractal ordering.
The organization of recorded genetic information in the individual animal genomes can be discerned by examining the structures, which exist naturally, i.e. genes and chromosomes. In our study, gene frequency on each chromosome was measured; genes were considered as units of information, and chromosome length in base pairs, as the coding material on which this information is recorded. When logarithms are used to eliminate the effect of scale of measurement on these quantities in each animal, a striking level of uniformity is observed in the resulting gene frequency which extends beyond the species, linking related species by demonstrating clustering of their values, such as in the primates. Thus chromosomes represent not a random aggregation of genetic material, rather structured collection of information. Next we considered how this information was organized across the genome in each animal by examining gene distribution. Once again when logarithms are used to eliminate the effect of scaling between gene number per chromosome and number of chromosomes in the genome, it becomes clear that each animal packages the genetic information more or less uniformly across its genome, and that this packaging is also reproduced in related species. An interesting corollary to this observation is the quadratic relationship observed between total gene content or genome size and the number of chromosomes. Starting from the animals with a smaller number of very tightly packed genes among the invertebrates, the genetic information reaches an optimally 'packaged' apex distribution of a large number of genes in the primates. As the number of chromosomes increases, however the overall genetic information declines in avian and other mammalian life forms as genes become more dispersed and smaller chromosomes with minimal gene complement are encountered.
Finally, to verify the information (gene) assembly principles elucidated above, the number of genes on each chromosome was examined independent of the size of the chromosomes and genomes. This derived parameter, termed average gene spacing since it derives from the formula for calculating average spacing of the non-trivial Riemann zeta-zeros, follows the same trends across the individual species as well as the across the animal kingdom, affirming that gene distribution on chromosomes across animal kingdom is highly regulated within species, and between species as well. This demonstrates that a quantitative relationship exists between the genetic information coded and the genetic material on which it is coded. This may in turn be taken to demonstrate that evolution can be viewed as a mathematically ordered process.
The similarity observed in the parameters detailed above, both within animal genomes and between different animals suggests fractal ordering of gene distribution across species in the animal kingdom. Nature abounds with processes that conform to fractal organization. Fractals are mathematical constructs, which -through a process of iteration -generate an array of complex geometrical structures which take on different forms based on the initial conditions, yet are all characterized by similarity of proportions across scales. First described by Benoit Mandelbrot, fractals have been used to explain scale invariance of measurements in a variety of natural and theoretical systems. Similar relationships have been previously described, in which box-counting methodology demonstrated fractal organization of four different genomes including the human genome. [19] Our finding of similarity in gene distribution across the chromosomes in the genomes of various organisms is likewise reminiscent of the self-similar processes at work in generation of fractals. This argument may be applied to the gene frequency function we have described, in which the number of genes present on each chromosome, accounting for the DNA content of each chromosome, maintains a relatively narrow distribution which remains more or less unaltered across chromosomes of different sizes and across different animal species. Likewise, when the distribution of genes across the genome was examined by accounting for the haploid chromosomal content of various animals it was found to maintain fairly narrow bounds within each animal. This is depicted in the proposed model of gene distribution (Fig 7) , which demonstrates selfsimilarity within and across genomes, specifically maintenance of proportionality in the distribution of genes across the chromosomes in various genomes. Recent findings of the ENCODE project give further credence to our findings of increasing gene dispersion with greater complexity of the organism's genome. Intergenic DNA is in turn likely involved in the increasingly complex regulatory function in the more evolved organisms.
Importantly, comparing the gene distribution across animals revealed that when ordered by chromosome content (or genome complexity) gene distribution follows a distribution, which demonstrates that in a given animal the average gene distribution is inversely proportional to the square root of the haploid chromosome content of that animal. In fact the exponent in this relationship approaches the well-known g-constant of Euler and Mascheroni, which describes the relationship between the harmonic series and natural logarithm of a number. [20] This and the observation that log-transformed quantitative relationships describing gene content of various chromosomes followed principles comparable to complex number iteration, that is, self-similar fractals, it was hypothesized that gene distribution in chromosomes might be modeled in a fashion analogous to the distribution of the non-trivial zeros of Riemann's z function, as was the case. The Although examined at a relatively 'low-resolution' of information packaging, i.e. gene distribution on chromosomes in different animal species, our findings suggest that evolution -rather than being a random process --is a highly ordered process that may be determined using mathematical principles, such as iteration in the context of logarithmically determined proportions. This work can only be taken as a small step in trying to determine the underlying order of distribution of protein coding elements in animal genomes, raises the intriguing possibility that evolution may be studied as an example of a 'chaotic' process. Further work accounting for the complexity of gene 'structure' --i.e. incorporating nucleotide sequence and more rigorous mathematical analysis of the resulting data -will hopefully further our understanding of the organizational principles introduced here.
Conclusion.
Large-scale evaluation of gene distribution on chromosomes in animals, demonstrates similarity of proportions between gene content and distribution on individual
chromosomes. This self-similarity provides a unique insight into the evolution of species from a genomic perspective, underscoring that evolution is a mathematically ordered process. Aside from suggesting the presence of an underlying order to evolution in the animal kingdom, the associations observed hint at the role of rules involving the quantum-classical boundary phenomenon being important in maintaining genetic stability. Although the gene content of the chromosomes remains relatively unchanged as evolution proceeds, the gene frequency declines, with a proportional decline in gene distribution function (genes go from being tightly clustered to more dispersed) and a similar proportional increase occurs in gene spacing as animal proceed from simple to more complex organism from left to right. This implies that genes become more disperse in a mathematically ordered fashion as the chromosomal content of the animal increases. Log-transformation of a number involves raising a specific base to an exponent, which then yields the number. The exponent is called the logarithm of the number, for that base. As an example when the base, 10, is raised to the exponent, 2, it yields the number, 100; thus the base-10 logarithm of 100 is 2. An important property of logarithms is that they can be used to compare values across differing scales of measurement. As seen in Figure S1 , when log-X is plotted against the value of X, these values maintain a similar distribution regardless of the scale of measurement, further, this holds true regardless of the base used to calculate the logarithms. This property of logarithms is used to explore self-similarity in various systems across different scales of measurement. Figure S1 . Plots depicting the value of the natural-logarithm (base, e=2.718…), logarithm base-5 and base-10 plotted against the value of X for three different scales of measurement; 1 to 1000; 1000 to 1000000 and finally 1000000 to 1000000000.
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